A HISTORY OF THE CIVILIZATION OF THE FLANAES, CONCENTRATING ON THE REGION OF THE LORTMIL MOUNTAINS TO WOOLLY BAY, CITY-STATES OF THE NYR DYV, AND FURYONDY.

	Before the time of the great migrations into Oerik some thousand years ago, the area around the Lortmil mountains was one of the most thickly populated on the continent. From the central heights to the outermost hills, between forest, plain, meadow, bog, rivers and streams, large and fairly tolerant communities of elves, dwarves, gnomes, halflings, and Flan lived among the peaks, valleys, and plains out towards Wooly Bay. The humanoids in the mountains were troublesome but mere pests. easily controlled by watchful gnomes and dwarven contingents. The region that is now Courwood was a fertile area favored by common encampments of the Flan. The Pomarj penninsula was also populated by Flan fishers, halflings, dwarves and gnomes in the Drachensgrab range. The Wild Coast was a pleasant area of rolling hills and dells, enjoyed by sizable bands of halflings, elves, and some minor Flan groups as well.
	The great Suloise migrations, fleeing the wars of empires about a millenia ago, headed directly towards this region. Large bands of the vicious Suel continued beyond the Sheldomar valley and headed towards the Lortmils, the Gnarley, and Woolly Bay. Their progress was for a time stopped by the mountains -- sizable groups settled in the shadows of the peaks, along the Kewl river and east of the Lort, thrusting aside the indigenous creatures. (These settlements on the sites of the present-day towns of Tringlee and Waybury.) Shortly thereafter, the Suel discovered paths through the Lortmils and pressed on via these, one stream of refugees moving beyond Tringlee into the Celene valley, other tribes travelling north from Waybury into the Veluna region. These latter bands were met with the influx of Oeridians spreading forcefully eastwards, and were soon forced back southeast, again towards Woolly Bay. The cities of Mitrik and Veluna City began as early encampments of these Oeridian invaders; Verbobonc was an encampment of one band of Suel which was overrun by the Oeridians, who respected the domain of the gnomes in the Hills enough to stop south of the Velverdyva. (The trail from Verbobonc through the hills to the Wild Coast is the original path of such Suel peoples retreating in the face of the Oeridians.)
	Meanwhile, other powerful tribes of Suel had settled on the east side of the mountain passes which began at Tringlee, and the city of Enstad is the site of one such settlement. Many either continued or were displaced by strife among opposing groups of Suel, and thus penetrated the Welkwood into the areas of the northern Wild Coast and the Selintan river valley. The current Warwell area was one of the recipients of this traffic east, originally a very prosperous halfling community, turned settlement of one Suel band. For many years, groups of the Suel marched from the Sheldomar, across the Lortmils to Enstad, east to the northern Bay area, and beyond across the Abbor-Alz or Cairn Hills to points hundreds of leagues further east.
	Meanwhile, the major movement of the Oeridians was reaching its peak, and as hostilities between them and the Suel increased, the native inhabitants of the Lortmil area joined with the Oeridians against the Suel. In the Sheldomar valley, the Suel encampments were assaulted and the place made sufficiently unhealthy that the Suloise either escaped east through the mountains, or changed their ways and learned to live with the arriving Oeridians and their demi-human neighbors. Groups of Suel which had travelled east across the coast of the Azure Sea (pushed in this direction by sufficiently hostile dwarves and gnomes, from the locations of Gryrax to Stoneheim to Blue to Highport) were joined and/or pushed by like-minded Oeridians, such that the region of the Pomarj became dominated by human settlers. Because of this growth, the demi-humans of the Drachensgrabs began to wane in strength and numbers, and centuries later, when the whole state was overrun by humanoids, there were more humans than demi-humans among the highlands.
	Among the Lortmils, the settled Suel were pushed eastwards as quickly as they had arrived; allied with the Oeridians, the waking demi-human resistance rolled eastwards, forcing successive communities of Suel to abandon their constructions and flee beyond the Selintan, beyond the Abbor-Alz, and beyond the Urnst region. Enstad was abandoned, and the first Warwell was razed. (Due to the lack of later wars or construction in the region, the capital of Celene still features some extremely old Suloise architecture from this period, kept in a remarkable state of preservation.) 
	Thereafter, the creeping numbers of Oeridians spread through the demi-human realms of Ulek, the Pomarj, down the Wild Coast, and expanding Dyvers, Greyhawk, and Hardby in succession. The demi-humans did not fare well in the midst of this conflict and growth; notably in the Wild Coast, the halfling population was quite easily dominated. As mentioned, the dwarves and gnomes of the Pomarj shrunk as the humans along the coast grew. The Olvenfolk and gnomes of the Celene valley decided upon a policy of isolationism which has continued to this day (due in large part to the extraordinary lifespan of the high and gray elven peoples; some of the most venerable high elves, and sizable numbers of old faeries who experienced these distressing times are still alive, if not even leaders, today). The external stresses and conflicts weakened the watchfulness of the dwarves and gnomes in the Lortmils just enough to let the fast-breeding evil humanoids gain a foothold; a slow war of attrition developed over the next centuries which only ended in C.Y. 510 when the combined Ulek and Celene states, with the dwarves and gnomes of the Lortmils and Kron Hills, cleared the area of such monsters (who thereafter descended upon the Pomarj and took over the entire region).
	The city-states south of the Nyr Dyv grew in succeeding decades, Greyhawk, Hardby, and Dyvers all coming into power centuries before the fist of the Kingdom of Aerdy reached westward to add them to the empire. The Wild Coast slowly grew as multiple lordships and settlements were founded, and sheltered as it is, and undesirable by either Aerdy or other major powers, it has throughout the millenium remained a flux of small independent states, often warring with and against each other; Safeton, Fax, Badwall, and Elredd arose and were built upon, Warwell (as others) was built upon, destroyed, and re-built. Woolly Bay and the Azure Sea began to become popular byways for merchant travel and exploration.
	The lands north of the Nyr Dyv, the Kron Hills, and the Lortmils were settled by Oeridian groups who created numerous small states and societies over the next three or four centuries. After the crowning of the Overking in C.Y. 1, the Great Kingdom's armies marched steadily westward, through Nyrond, Urnst, the Bandit Kingdoms, and thus into Ferrond on their mission of empire. South of the Nyr Dyv, the city-states were brought into the fold of the empire, and from there the armies turned back northwest.
	When the Viceroyalty of Ferrond was created about C.Y. 100, the fief encompassed a huge swath of territory; namely, it was intended to control all the land from the Loridges to the Shield Lands, from the Kron hills north, the Horned Society region, all of thge Vesve Forest, north of Whyestil Lake, and support advances further west and into the northern plains. The present states around Mitrik, Veluna City, Verbobonc, Dyvers, Willip, Crockport, and Critwall (an earlier fortification of Aerdy) were brought into the fold. Twenty leagues south of Whyestil Lake, in the direct center of the region, a capital city was founded to rule the whole territory, Chendl (the palaces and cathedrals of which were still not finished in C.Y. 253, when the first King of Furyondy was crowned in Dyvers). From the capital of Chendl, roads were lain to connect to the states south (Verbobonc, Veluna, Willip, Dyvers) and also northeast (Grabford). The armies continued on, north of Ferrond, and the cities of Molag, Dorakaa, and even Eru-Tovar stand as testaments of Aerdy military encampments which were similarly intended to be connected to Chendl by durable roads which were never finished.
	Another century beyond the breaking of dirt at Chendl, however, and the tide of Aerdy expansion had lost momentum and stalled. Soon thereafter, Furyondy crowned its first independent king, Perrenland was freed and founded (although not one hundred years would pass before it came under the domination of the arch-witch, Iggwilv), the Baklunish nomads were riding eastwards into the Flanaes in the north, and the outer dependencies of the empire were winning their independence one-by-one. An additional hundred years would see the independence of even Nyrond and the Iron League, and the Great Kingdom would be reduced to the most extreme eastern fields from which it began.
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